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EAPCONNECT’S ‘ENLIGHTEN
YOUR RESEARCH’ STRETCHES
COLLABORATION BOUNDARIES
For the third consecutive year, the EaPConnect project has invited Eastern Partnership
(EaP) research and education communities to ‘Enlighten Your Research’. As well
as collaboration in scientific research fields, EaPConnect added the possibility for
cooperation in the area of musical performance, artistic research and education.

EENet of HITSA
(Estonia – associate
partner)
Kristina Lillemets, Director
“We are looking forward to new
collaboration possibilities with the EAP
countries in future.
Through the ‘Music Without Borders’
concert in Tallin in October, we got
wonderful new partners and good
national media coverage. Internationally,
we showed we are a reliable partner.
The biggest benefit is the contacts and
experience. I think there will be many
more LoLa collaborations and we will be
part of it.
We are delighted to support music,
arts and humanities, especially when I
see how important it is for the Estonian
Academy of Music and Theatre. They
have new ideas for using the technology
and actively try to get financing. They
won a contest with an idea of using
LoLa with 5G technology and, although
we as an NREN would not want to be
replaced by 5G, we wish the best for
LoLa technology and its users because
we have seen the wonderful things it can
do. NRENs should show more support
for music and the arts.”

GARR (Italy –
associate partner)

GRENA (Georgia –
beneficiary partner)

Claudio Allocchio,
Senior Technical Officer

Ramaz Kvatadze,
Executive Director

“We share, thus we create. Projects like
EaPConnect are perfect for bringing the
GÉANT Community together.
GARR cloud services ensure
many features (privacy, security, data
portability) through a federated internal
approach. The Armenians at GARR’s
Clouds Workshop understood this
powerful paradigm was ‘the solution’
for them. They are progressing fast, and
we could include them in a ‘European
cloud federated service’, which we are
discussing with some NRENs.
With the LoLa collaboration the
international links were leased circuits
from other companies. This was useful
to test LoLa in an environment close to
‘the open internet’, and explore how
LoLa could be brought to a wider public.
The partners have been proposing new
activities; some have already happened
other collaborations are getting started.
e-Health is a subject of growing
interest. In GARR we support medical
research with the same quality of
services as for all disciplines. Our model
could help EaP countries to approach
e-Health.”

“GRENA supports around 10 Horizon
2020 projects and 80 projects funded
by the Georgian National Science
Foundation as well as international
cooperation in various fields. GRENA is a
partner of EC and GNSF projects related
to climate modelling, and provides
computational resources.
EaPConnect plays an important
role in the development of cooperation
between the European and EaP NRENs.
It was especially useful to include EU
NRENs as partners in the project.
The LoLa concert for European
ministers and ambassadors was well
received by the Georgian officials. This
was important for GRENA publicity. We
developed contacts with the Estonian
Academy of Music and Theatre and
the Italian NREN, GARR. A proposal
involving musicians and NRENs from
Estonia, Italy, Armenia and Georgia is
being discussed.
GRENA is developing cybersecurity
services and close contacts with EU
computer security teams (CSIRTs) and
the Georgian governmental CSIRT.
GRENA will upgrade its Trusted
Introducer status from ‘Listed’ to
‘Accredited’, and a Cybersecurity
Workshop in June will be important.”

Further information:
www.eapconnect.eu
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By proposing a project that would use
computer network resources and services
to foster international collaborations and
accelerate the research and discovery
process, selected researchers can
secure those resources and present
their proposals at this year’s Eastern
Partnership E-infrastructures Conference,
EaPEC 2018.
EaPEC 2018 will be hosted by
RENAM in Chisinau, Moldova:
www.eapconnect.eu/conference

Winners of
EYR@EaP2017:
The 2017 Enlighten Your Research (EYR)
call in the Eastern Partnership region
(EYR@EaP2017) was a great success: a
record-breaking 30-plus proposals were
submitted on a wide range of topics and
six were selected to go ahead. They
were presented with awards during
the EaPEC 2017 conference in Minsk,
Belarus:
•

•

Tigran Zargaryan, National
Library of Armenia for “Online
Armenian digital library for research
based on the e-infrastructure
facilities of the National Academy of
Sciences of Armenia”.
Igbal Safarov, University of
Utrecht, the Netherlands for
“Open Government Data adoption:
A multi-level framework for data
sharing and utilization in EaP
countries”.

•

•

•

•

Grusha Alexander
Ivanovich, Central Scientific
Library Yakub Kolas of the
National Academy of Sciences
of Belarus for “Heritage Digital
Data” .
Boris Hincu & Elena
Calmis, Moldova State
University for “Elaboration of the
Task Oriented Instrumental Support
(TOIS) for Integration of MSU and
IMI HPC Clusters into a Cloud
Computing System”.
Maryna Druchenko, Scientific
and Technical Library, National
Technical University of Ukraine
for “KPI Digitization Center: Center
for digitization of cultural heritage
for the Ukrainian libraries, museums
and archives”.
Yevhen Plotnikov, Nizhyn State
University named after Mykola
Gogol for “Through Research
to Perfection: New Approaches
to Continuous Professional
Development of In-Service
Teachers”.
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Winners of the
2017 Enlighten
Your Research
EaP call

The EYR programme is led by the
Dutch NREN SURFnet, which is an
associate partner in the EaPConnect
project. The programme promotes the
benefits of computer network resources
to researchers, challenging them to
stretch the boundaries of their research
and collaborate with other countries to
perform experiments enabled by NREN
infrastructures, services and support.
The EYR@EaP2018 call for
proposals has been open to all science,
arts and humanities disciplines, with a
particular interest in high-performance
computing users and researchers
working in eHealth and cybersecurity
based in the project partner countries
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,
Moldova and Ukraine. The call closes on
16 March 2018.
We look forward to seeing this year’s
winners in Chisinau at EaPEC 2018!

www.eapconnect.eu/research
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